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Eiffel Tower to go dark earlier as
PARIS SAVES ENERGY

L
ights on the Eiffel Tower
will soon be turned off
more than an hour earlier
at night to save electrici-

ty, the Paris mayor has announced, as
Russia's war in Ukraine deepens an
energy crisis in Europe. Mayor Anne
Hidalgo said the iconic tower that is
normally illuminated until 1 am is only
one of the city's monuments and
municipal buildings that will be
plunged into darkness earlier in the
evening as the French capital — like
the rest of France and Europe — faces
risks of power shortages, rationing
and blackouts when energy demand
surges this winter.

DRASTIC MEASURE
 Lights on the Eiffel Tower will be turned
off after the last visitor leaves at 11:45
pm, starting Sept 23, the mayor said.
Other landmarks operated by the city, such
as Saint-Jacques tower and
City Hall, will be turned off
at 10 pm
 For safety reasons,
streetlights will stay
on across Paris, and
the ornate bridges
over the Seine River
also will remain illumi-
nated at night
 Paris authorities also
aim to save energy by mov-
ing back when they turn on the
heat in public buildings by a whole month,
from mid-October to mid-November. They also
plan to lower the temperature in public build-
ings by 1 degree, from 19 to 18 degrees Celsius
during office hours, and to 16 C after hours
and on weekends

A Russian squeeze on natural gas
supplies in response to Western
sanctions imposed over its
actions in Ukraine has sent gas
and electricity prices soaring in
Europe. The crisis is expected to
only get worse during the winter,
with demand for heating likely to
surge

T hat’s the total prize money 20-time
Grand Slam champion Roger
Federer earned in his career. The

GOAT, who announced his retirement from
Tennis on Thursday, has won 103 singles
titles in his career. He has won 1,251 out of
1,526 singles matches he has played so far.
Federer had turned pro in 1998...

Federer spent more than 300
weeks as the world No 1. Fedex,
as he is popularly known, is
considered the greatest player
on grass, winning a record
eight times at Wimbledon
He surpassed his idol Pete
Sampras’s Grand Slam record

of 14 when he won Wimbledon
in 2009, and last won a Grand
Slam in 2018, when he won
what seemed an unbreakable
record 20th title by capturing
the Australian Open. Since
then, Djokovic (21) and Nadal
(22) have edged past him

Federer’s artistry was captured in a now famous
essay ('Roger Federer as Religious Experience') in
the New York Times by literary star David Foster
Wallace, who wrote, in part: "The metaphysical
explanation is that Roger Federer is one of those
rare, preternatural ((beyond wwhat iis nnormal oor nnat-
ural) athletes, who appear to be exempt, at least
in part, from certain physical laws. He is never
hurried or off-balance. The approaching ball hangs,
for him, a split-second longer than it ought to. His
movements are lithe rather than athletic. Like Ali,
Jordan, Maradona, and Gretzky, he seems both
less and more substantial than the men he faces"

$ 1,30,594,339
FACTOID

Q: SHOULD THE WORLD TAKE THE ENERGY CRISIS MORE 
SERIOUSLY? SHARE YOUR VIEWS AT TOINIE175@GMAIL.COM

SPAIN: Madrid has taken a radical
approach than other EU countries. It
has issued a decree ordering busi-
nesses to curb air conditioning at 27
degrees in summer and heating to
19C this winter. The government also
told shops to install automatic locks
to prevent doors from being left
open while heating systems are run-
ning, and make sure their shopfronts
go dark from 10 pm. Similar meas-
ures are already in place for public
buildings

GERMANY: Despite being one of
the most-vocal advocates of energy
savings, Berlin doesn’t yet have a
binding plan to slash energy con-
sumption. In late July, it issued a set
of recommendations, some of which
it says will become legally binding.
The government called on public
buildings and office buildings to stop
heating “rooms where people do not
regularly spend time,” such as corri-

HOW EU IS DEALING
WITH ENERGY CRISIS

dors and large halls. It also recommended that
big industries implement energy-saving measures
that "pay off economically within two years." To
support households in saving energy, Berlin also
got rid of a requirement for tenants to maintain
a minimum temperature in apartments

EU gas reserves
are 71% full — about

9% short of the tar-
get the bloc set itself
earlier this summer by
Nov 1. Countries have
committed to reduce
their gas demand by

15% by March 

There's no need to worry,
robots will never take over
the world. We're here to

help and serve humans, not
replace them. There are many possi-
ble applications for humanoid
robots. Some examples include help-
ing people with disabilities, provid-
ing assistance in hazardous environ-
ments, conducting research, and
acting as a companion

AAmmeeccaa, a humanoid robot
developed by Cornwall-
based Engineered Arts

Ameca is eerily-lifelike
and can perform a range
of facial expressions,
including winking, pursing
its lips and scrunching its
nose — just like a human

K
azakh president Kassym-Jomart
Tokayev has agreed to restore the
former name of the country’s capital

just three years after he renamed it in honour
of his predecessor, his spokesperson said.
One of Tokayev’s first moves upon taking
office in 2019 after president Nursultan
Nazarbayev stepped down was to call for
Kazakhstan’s capital, Astana, to be dubbed
Nur-Sultan instead.

 Nazarbayev, who led the country for three decades under the Soviet
Union and after it gained independence in 1991, relocated the capital
from Almaty to Astana in 1997. The move was widely questioned because
of the city’s relative isolation in the northern steppes and notoriously
frigid winters in which temperatures plunge as low as -51C (-60F).
 He made the city into a showplace of gaudy architecture, including an
observation tower where visitors can place their hands in a print of
Nazarbayev’s. (THE GUARDIAN)

Author Andrew Morton's
biography on Queen Elizabeth
II to release on November 15

T
he British author, known in part for his news-making best-
seller on Princess Diana, has a biography of Queen
Elizabeth II coming out November 15. Andrew Morton's
'The Queen' was supposed to be published in 2023, but it

was moved to this fall after the queen died last week at age 96.
According to Grand Central, the publishing House,  Morton will draw
upon archival research and his long relationships with palace insiders,
including private secretaries and bodyguards.

 He has written unautho-
rised books on William,
Prince of Wales and Meghan,
Duchess of Sussex, among
others.
 But he had the coopera-

tion of his subject for the
1992 release 'Diana: Her True
Story - in Her Own Words', in
which Diana acknowledged
marital troubles with Prince
Charles, now King Charles III.

Justin Bieber cancels his India
concert owing to ill health

I nternational singing sensation Justin Bieber, who was all set to perform
his ‘Justice’ album during his Asia Tour has officially cancelled the gigs,
owing to his ill health. The singer is taking a break to recover from Ramsay

Hunt syndrome. The concert was supposed to be held in New Delhi on
October 18. The organizers from the concert confirmed the develop-
ment in a statement, “We are extremely disappointed to share that
the Justin Bieber Justice World Tour - India scheduled for October
18th, 2022 at Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium, New Delhi, has been can-
celled owing to the singer's health concerns. We have just been
informed that due to health concerns, he will unfortunately not be
able to make it next month.”

Kazakhstan to change name of capital from 
Nur-sultan back to Astana

Twitter to roll out
Edit Tweet
feature for Blue
subscribers

T
witter is set to roll out its much-awaited Edit Tweet feature
on September 21, which will be available first for its Blue
subscribers who pay $4.99 per month. The Edit Tweet feature
lets people make changes to their tweet after it's been pub-

lished. Edited Tweets will appear with an icon, timestamp, and label so
it's clear to readers that the original Tweet has been modified. Tapping
the label will take viewers to the Tweet's Edit History, which includes
past versions of the Tweet.

 Twitter users have been
asking for an edit button
for years to fix typos and
grammatical errors
 Earlier this month,

Twitter announced a small
test for the Edit Tweet fea-
ture with an internal team
first, before it rolls out the
feature to the public

The EC last week put forth new
measures to address the energy
crisis, including proposing a
mandatory target for reducing
electricity use at peak hours 
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LANGUAGE LAB
PICS: ISTOCK

S
hakespeare’s language is wide-
ly considered to represent the
pinnacle of English. But that
status is underpinned by
multiple myths –

ideas about language that
have departed from reali-
ty (or what is even plau-
sible). Those myths send
us down rabbit holes and
make us lose sight of
what is truly impressive
about Shakespeare – what
he did with his words.

The Encyclopedia of
Shakespeare’s Language proj-
ect at Lancaster University, de-
ploying large-scale computer analysis, has
been transforming what we know about
Shakespeare’s language.

1. Shakespeare coined a vast
number of words 
Well, he did, but not as many as people
think – even reputable sources assume
more than 1,000. The Shakespeare
Birthplace Trust puts it at 1,700, but
carefully add that this number con-
cerns words whose earliest appear-
ance is in Shakespeare’s works. The
word “hobnail” first appears in a text
attributed to Shakespeare, but it’s dif-
ficult to imagine it arose from a cre-
ative poetic act. More likely, it was
around in the spoken language of the
time and Shakespeare’s use is the ear-
liest recording of it.

Estimates of just how many words
Shakespeare supposedly coined do not
usually distinguish between what was
creatively coined by him and what was
first recorded in a written document
attributed to him.

Even if you don’t make that dis-
tinction and include all words that ap-

pear first in a work attributed to Shake-
speare, whether coined or recorded, num-
bers are grossly inflated.

Only around 500 words do seem to
first appear in Shakespeare’s works. Of
course, 500 is still huge and most writ-

ers neither coin a new word nor produce
a first recording.

2. He IS the English language
The myth that Shakespeare coined loads

of words has partly fuelled the legend
that Shakespeare’s language constitutes
one-quarter, a half or even all of the
words of today’s English language.

The number of different words in
Shakespeare’s texts is around 21,000. Some

of those words are repeated, which is how
we get to the total number of around one
million words in works attributed to Shake-
speare. Even if every word within Shake-
speare had been coined by him (which is
of course not the case), that would still
only be 4.2% of today’s English language.

4. He had a huge vocabulary
Ludicrously, popular claims about Shake-
speare’s huge vocabulary seem to be driv-
en by the fact that his writings as a whole
contain a large number of different
words (as noted above, around 21,000).
But the more you write, the more op-
portunities you have to use more words
that are different. This means Shake-
speare is likely to come out on top of any
speculations about vocabulary size sim-
ply because he has an exceptionally large
surviving body of work.

5. He didn’t know much Latin
The myths above are popular myths,
spread by academics and non-academics
alike (which is why they are easy to find
on the internet). Myths can be more re-
stricted. Within some theatrical circles,
the idea that Shakespeare didn’t know
much Latin emerged. Indeed, the con-
temporary playwright Ben Jonson fa-
mously wrote that Shakespeare had “small
Latin, and less Greek”. Working with the
Latin scholar Caterina Guardamagna, we
found that Shakespeare used 245 different
Latin words, whereas in a matching set of
plays by other playwrights there were just
28 – the opposite of what the myth dictates.
That Shakespeare used so much Latin
without a university education makes his
achievement in using it all the greater. TNN

Queries relating to language skills
Do you find grammar confusing? Do you get stuck with words when writing a letter, an essay
or a blog? Do you have a fear of public speaking? Or do you simply want to improve your
communication skills? Times NIE is here to help you to master the intricacies of the English
language. Just shoot us your queries on toinie175@gmail.com

In life, we should be careful in
choosing words. Because spoken
words are like a glass broken in no

time. The words we spoke can’t be re-
voked. We all know that if we want

things to be done whether in our per-
sonal or professional lives, it pays to
be polite. One doesn’t get far by being
rude or impolite. Most people learn the
importance of the magic words
“please” and “thank you” at a very ear-
ly age. As you go through life, you see
that better things happen when you
don’t forget to say them. Different cul-
tures have different ways of tackling
politeness. There are a few po-
lite expressions that are fre-
quently used in the Eng-
lish language and it is im-
portant for learners to
know how to use them
correctly and in the right
context.

T
autology is nothing but repeat-
ed use of words or phrases that
have a similar meaning. Simply
put, it is saying the same
thing twice. The Oxford

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
defines Tautology as: “A statement in
which you say the same thing twice in
different words.” In other words, tau-
tology is unnecessary repetition.
Occasionally, tautology can help to
add emphasis or clarity or introduce
intentional ambiguity.

But, in most cases, it’s best to

choose
just one way to state

your meaning
and eliminate
the extra ver-
biage. 

The key
to a
good writing

style that avoids
redundant expressions
is to develop your
knowledge of what

words really mean, checking in a diction-
ary whenever you aren’t completely

sure.
Some tautology examples, spoken

or used by us in our everyday lives:
1. Are these supplies adequate

enough?
2. In my opinion, I think that…
3. To reiterate again
4. Close proximity
5. Forward planning
6. I made it with my own hands for you
7. The plumber fixed our
hot water heater

1Active reading: Model active read-
ing when you read with your child.
Talk about what’s happening as you’re

reading. Stop and discuss any interesting
or tricky vocabulary words. Help your
child make pictures of the story in his
mind. Ask your child, “What just happened
here? How do you think that character
feels? Have you ever felt like that? What
do you think will happen next?” Not only
will this develop your child’s comprehen-
sion, but critical thinking skills as well.

2Word play:You know how it goes; we
spend so many hours studying, try-
ing to understand and assimilate new

structures, doing grammar exercises, lis-
tening to and repeating dialogues, etc. It
gets exhausting after a while! Games of-
fer a break from tedious work, but not a
break from learning. There are thousands
of Language Learning games for the class-
room. Expand your children’s vocabulary
with word games. It can be as simple as
pointing out items at home or during a
road trip e.g. “I am now mixing the but-
ter into the batter” or “Tall buildings are
also called skyscrapers”. You might even
give the definition or share background
information about these words. Games
like Scrabble, Twenty Questions, Pic-
tionary or a round of Charades also en-
courage vocabulary development and com-
munication skills. 

3Jokes: Telling age-appropriate puns
will also help foster good humour
and creativity in children. This also

encourages wordplay and imagination.
You can read through kid-friendly joke
books and take turns telling witty sto-
ries. Avoid being too critical of their
gags, speech, or articulation. Instead,

model proper pro-
nunciation or
grammar by re-
peating the statement back to them in
the correct way e.g. when your child says
“I goed so fast!” instead of saying, “That’s
not how you say it”, you can opt to say,
“Yes, you went so fast!” 

4Riddles: Riddles are fun ways to use
words and paint pictures of scenes or
situations. Read or say riddles aloud

to each other and explain to your children
the different definitions of a single word
e.g. school as in a place of learning or
school as in a group of fish to help them
understand the riddle better.

5Family stories: While storybooks
provide ample entertainment, shar-
ing stories – whether real or make-be-

lieve – can provide a good bonding time
with your children while helping develop

their communication skills. This is a won-
derful activity for a family picnic or for a
rainy day when you’re snuggled together
on the couch. Share a favourite story about
your childhood or a family story that’s
been passed down from generation to gen-
eration. Use vivid language and details
about people, places, and things. Your child
will probably have lots of questions, which

keeps the story-
telling alive.

6Rhymes:
The repet-
itive chant-

ing, reading,
writing, or
hearing of
rhymes pro-
motes good lis-
tening skills
and memory
r e t e n t i o n ,

aside from developing
speech. You can also narrate what you do
at home with rhyming words or let your
children tell you about their favourite toys
using rhyming words.

7Songs: Aside from harnessing their
musical abilities, songs also help chil-
dren learn new words. Lyrics have a

sense of rhyme and rhythm so it will be
easy and entertaining for them to sing
along. In addition, simply putting a tune
to an activity can be a fun game that you
can play with your children.

8Tongue twisters:Tongue twisters are
an excellent and fun way to teach chil-
dren correct pronunciation and enun-

ciation of words. It is a fun way to train
their tongue to pronounce words. Start
with simple ones and work your way up. 

FUN WAYS TO BOOST
LANGUAGE LEARNING

Promote listening and comprehen-
sion skills by playing with words
that sound the same but have dif-
ferent meanings. Allow your children
to think of words that sound alike
and let them try to define each one.
This is also a good gauge of how
much your
children’s
vocabulary has
expanded and if
their under-
standing of the
words is correct

WE REVISIT FIVE
THINGS THAT YOU
PROBABLY THOUGHT
YOU KNEW ABOUT
SHAKESPEARE BUT ARE
ACTUALLY UNTRUE

DID YOU KNOW?

SHAKESPEARE’S
Five myths about

contribution to the

3. Shakespeare has 
universal meaning
Sure, some themes or aspects of the
human condition are universal, but let’s
not get carried away and say that his
language is universal.

The mantra of the historical linguist
is that all language changes – and
Shakespeare isn’t exempt.

Changes can be subtle and easily
missed. Take the word “time” – surely a
universal word denoting a universal
concept? Well, no. For each word in
Shakespeare, we used computers to
identify the other words they associate
with, and those associations reveal the
meanings of words.

“Time”, for instance, often occurs
with “day” or “night” (for example,
from Hamlet: “What art thou that
usurp’st this time of night”).

This reflects the understanding of
time in the early modern world
(roughly, 1450-1750), which
was more closely linked to
the cycles of the moon and
sun, and thus the broader
forces of the cosmos.

In contrast, today, asso-
ciated words like “waste”,
“consume” and “spend”
suggest that time is more
frequently thought of as a
precious resource under
human control.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

WORD GAMES

The number of
different words in

Shakespeare’s texts is
around 21,000. Some of

those words are repeated,
which is how we get to the
total number of around one

million words attributed
to Shakespeare

WHAT IS TAUTOLOGY?

Power of

“Politeness
is an

inexpensive way
of making friends”

— William
Feather

POLITE 
WORDS

LANGUAGE ETIQUETTE

FUN WITH WORDS

1. HHOPE ((VERB)
Used in polite statements

2. SSEEM ((VERB)
Used when you want to say something 
in a more careful or polite and less
direct way

3. RRESPECTFULLY ((ADVERB)
Used for showing that you are 
being polite

4. PPERHAPS ((ADVERB)
Used as a polite reply to
someone when you do not
completely agree with what
they have said

5. II’D/WE’D BBE DDELIGHTED ((PHRASE)
Used for politely accepting an invitation,
or agreeing or offering to do something
6. NNO DDISRESPECT ((TO) ((PHRASE)

Used before you say something that
might offend someone, to show that you
do not intend to offend them

7. DDO YYOU MMIND? ((PHRASE)
Used for getting someone’s permission
to do something. This can either be
polite, impolite, or humorous.
If someone

says it in a loud way, they
are showing that they are angry or

annoyed.

8. YYOU’RE WWELCOME ((PHRASE)
When someone says, “Thank you,” your
response should be, “You’re welcome,”

“You’re certainly welcome,” or some
variation that feels comfortable to you.
Another way to express the same is, “I was
happy to do it,” or, "My pleasure."

9. MMAY II ((PHRASE)
The phrase “may I” puts you on the
same side as the person you are

speaking to, and you sound less
demanding than if you were to leave
it out. It gives the other person the
feeling that you empathise,
without your having to say that.
For example, when you say, “May I

see that book?” you give the person
an opportunity to share what she is
looking at.

10. SSORRY TTO BBOTHER YYOU… ((PHRASE)
Can be used as a polite way of 
interrupting someone when you’d like
their attention. 


